
 

Y8 Term 3: : How do we live as Covenant people? 

 

 
Threshold knowledge Threshold skill 
To understand why Pentecost is the birthday of the Church 
To know the meaning of martyrdom. 

All will be able to recount where Peter and Paul travelled to and what 

happened in some of the places 

To know who Constantine was 

Using key words appropriately and confidently. Beginning to use alternative 

views in discussion answers, ad this will be present in class and homework tasks. 
some help with technical language and use of 3-4 terms: Acts/Nicene creed 
Students consider the importance of being truthful and the impact this can sometimes 

have. 

Writing frame will be needed for essay style questions. 
To know the meaning and purpose of Pentecost  

To be explore the struggles of the early church 

To identify why there would have been different responses to ‘Saul’s’ 

conversion among the Christian community  

To be able to make a link between the travels of Peter and Paul and the 

creation of the early Church 

To know what Constantine did to help Christians in the Roman Empire 

Good detail in their understanding and to know the specialist language being 

used and be able to use it themselves 
Students will identify the meaning of martyrdom and consider the martyrdom of the 

apostles 

Discussion and use of increasing technical language: Acts/Nicene creed 

 

To be secure in how Pentecost is significant in our lives today They will  
To examine the struggles of the early church and relate to Christians 

facing persecution today 

To explain how St Paul’s teachings can be applied to the question of 

how to live the Christian life today 

To be able to demonstrate religious views on how we should aim to live 

the Christian life today 

To understand why Constantine became a Christian, with 2 or more 

viewpoints with evidence 

Beginning to include 2 or more viewpoints, described and explained, with 

evidence:  e.g. ‘The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the Church’ – to discuss and 

write an answer to this question.  

Confident in use of the Bible and  how to examine other sources of authority: e.g.  
Acts 7:54-60 stoning of Stephen and Nicene creed 

 

To be secure in how Pentecost is significant in our lives today: linking to 

sacramental significance and movements in the Church today: 

charismatic worship  
To link the struggles of the early church to challenges faced by 

Christians today: modern day discipleship and persecution.  

To explain and evaluate how St Paul’s teachings can be applied to the 

question of how to live the Christian life today 

To be able to evaluate religious views on how we should aim to live the 

Christian life today 

To be able to empathise with the early Christians and explain the 

importance of Constantine 

Use of a range of sources as evidence: biblical text, practices today, ritual and 

significance of worship. 

Convincing conclusions from essay and viewpoint pieces: ‘The blood of the martyrs 

is the seed of the Church’ – to discuss and write an answer to this question – writing frame 

will be needed. 

Importance and evaluation of the Nicene Creed 

Blue sky knowledge Blue sky skills 


